
Section Instructions for questions 20 through 20

1 Which United States symbol is shown in the picture below?

A. The Statue of Liberty

B. The United States of America Flag

C. The Bald Eagle

2 Which United States symbol is shown in the picture below?

A. The Pentagon

B. The Statue of Liberty

C. The White House
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3 Why is it an important rule to raise your hand at school?

A. It is best to answer questions first. 

B. It keeps us healthy. 

C. It provides order in the classroom. 

4 What would most likely happen if we didn't have rules at school?

A. Students would get hurt more often. 

B. Students would learn more. 

C. Students would feel safer. 

5 Why do we have rules at school and at home? Check ALL that are correct. 

A. to provide order 

B. to create a safe environment

C. to make people angry

D. so people know what to expect

6 Who is someone in a school that has power with authority? Select ALL that apply. 

A. Principal

B. Teacher

C. A Bully

D. Your Friend

E. Lunch Supervisor

F. Bus Driver
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7 Which of the following is an example of someone using power without authority?

A. A student going to the front of the line without permission

B. The teacher sending a student to the office 

C. A coach benching a player at a game

8 Which picture below shows power without authority?

A. Teacher

B. Bully

C. Coach

 

9 Who is responsible for helping to make a community better? Select ALL that are correct. 

A. Teachers 

B. Students

C. Citizens

D. The President

10 Which of the following in an example of someone making a good choice?

A. A student pushing another student in the hallway. 

B. A student taking something out of another student's lunch without permission. 

C. A student helping another student that fell on the playground. 

11 Which of the following in an example of someone making a poor choice?

A. A student helping another student with math work. 

B. A student talking while the teacher is giving directions. 

C. A student throwing garbage away in the lunch room. 
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12 Which of the following is an example of fairness?

A. The loudest student always gets to be first in line.

B. A group of friends all get the same amount of cookies.

C. The entire class misses a recess because of one student's bad choice. 

13 Which of the following in an example of responsibility?

A. Joe walks around the room while the rest of the students are working on their math. 

B. Joe throws away his trash after he is done eating his lunch. 

C. Joe tells his teacher that he didn't do his homework because he forgot. 

14 Ms. Jane's first grade class gets a new ball. All of the students want to play with it at recess. What is a fair
way to solve this conflict?

A. The bigger students get to play with it first. 

B. The shortest student gets to pick who plays with it first. 

C. The students come up with a plan to take turns using the ball. 

15 Read the family rule below. Do you think this rule is fair or not? Describe why you think the family made this
rule and why you agree or disagree.

The 10 year old sister gets to stay up one hour later than her 5 year old brother.

16 Draw a picture of someone being responsible. Use labels or tell what is happening in the picture and
describe how this shows responsibility. 

17 Tell, draw or write about a responsibility that you have at home or at school. 
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